
BENEFITS

• All-in-One monitoring solution for entire CDN infrastructure 

• Real-Time monitoring for system status, service traffic, server resource, and more

• Insightful service analysis with intuitive interface 

• Customizable graphical dashboard and detailed analysis based on RestFul API 

CDN Analytics

CDN oriented system monitoring and service analytics 
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Celerity CDN Analytics is the solution that monitor 
and analyze the performance and status of the 
CDN system. The solution offers real-time status 
of service and system resources, and detects the 
issues for troubleshoot, also tracks the history and 
patterns of the service usage via web-based UI 
console.

The solution is designed for scalability, integration, 
and a high level of configurations to fit CDN 
infrastructure. Not only it offers overall information 
for the infrastructure, but also prevents disasters 
and failures by alarms and notifications. 

With CDN analytics, the platform operators can 
prepare, plan, and budget for future upgrades by 
knowing how CDN works. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

CDN Analytics
Part of CASTIS Celerity CDN

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Hardware

Admin

 Xeon silver 4208 2p 16c
 32GB MEM (16G x 2) 
 HDD 15k 600GB x 2ea (for OS, raid1) 
 NIC Onboard 1Gb eth 4p x 2ea

DB

 Xeon silver 4210 2p 20c
 256GB MEM (32G x 8) 
 HDD 15k 600GB x 2ea (for OS, raid1) 
 NIC Onboard 1Gb eth 4p x 2ea

Report-Collector

 Xeon silver 4210 2p 20c
 128GB MEM (32G x 4) 
 HDD 15k 600GB x 2ea (for OS, raid1)
 NIC Onboard 1Gb eth 4p x 2ea


